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A triple-resonance pulse sequence is presented for the quanti-
ative measurement of 1Ha–13Ca single-bond couplings in 15N, 13C
niformly labeled proteins. This 1JCH-modulated (HACACO)NH
xperiment yields 1HN–15N-correlated 2D spectra in which the
mplitude of each peak is modulated by the 1Ha–13Ca J coupling
f the preceding residue, (i 2 1). The experiment is demonstrated
n a 1.0 mM sample of Rho130, the 15-kDa RNA binding domain
f E. coli Rho factor. The average error in the measured coupling
onstants was less than 0.8%. This sequence allows the measure-
ent of the 1JCH couplings from a proton–nitrogen HSQC without

he need for assigning the Ha and Ca resonances. © 1999 Academic

ress

Key Words: C–H residual dipole coupling; pulse sequence;
HACACO)NH.

Residual single-bond dipolar couplings are highly effec
estraints for improving structures determined by NMR m
ds (1). The single-bond dipolar coupling provides direct

ormation as to the orientation of the bond vector with res
o the anisotropic alignment tensor of the molecule. Thus, t
ouplings provide global structural information rather than
ocal information traditionally derived from distance and
ional angle constraints. The dipolar couplings are gene
easured from samples in which the protein is slightly orie
y co-solute particles, such as lipid bicells (2) or filamentous
acteriophage particles (3). The single-bond dipolar couplin

n these samples manifests itself as a change in the corres
ng 1J splitting relative to the splitting due to the sca
nteraction alone. Therefore, the development of conve
nd accurate methods for determiningJ splittings is necessa

o fully utilize residual dipolar coupling in structure refin
ent.
There are two basic methods for measuring single-boJ

plittings. The first method directly measures the separati
oublets in coupled spectra. For example,1H–15N coupling can

1 This pulse sequence, implemented on a Bruker DRX-600, is available
he corresponding author. In addition, FORTRAN programs for simplif
ata analysis using NONLIN are also available.

2 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: r

indrew.cmu.edu.
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e determined by collecting an HSQC spectrum without
ronuclear decoupling in either the1H or the 15N dimension
4). This method is useful for well-resolved spectra from sm
roteins. However, due to the doubling of resonance lin
ecomes increasingly more difficult to resolve peaks as
rotein size increases. This problem is particularly acute fo
easurement of1Ha–13Ca couplings due to the poor chemic

hift dispersion in this region of the1H–13C-correlated spec
rum. This problem can be somewhat alleviated by collec
wo different 1H–13C HSQC spectra in which each individu
esonance peak in a coupled pair is collected separatel5).
lternatively, the resonances can be resolved by evolvi

hird indirectly detected dimension such as in the (HA)C
CO)NH experiment reported by Tjandra and Bax (6). Re-
ently, Kay and co-workers reported a 3D HNCO-based p
cheme for measuring1Ha–13Ca couplings (7). This sequenc
as the dual advantage of decreasing resonance overlap
dditional third dimension as well as collecting each com
ent of the doublet in two separate 3D spectra. Howe
nderdigitization in the indirectly detected dimensions
nresolved13Cb–13Ca couplings would be expected to lead t
eduction in the accuracy of the measurement of smaller
lings in moderately sized proteins (10–20 kDa).
The second method for measuringJ splittings is based o

ntensity modulation of a resonance peak. This method
een applied to the measurement of both1HN–15N and 1H–13C
ouplings (8, 9). The advantages of this approach over di
easurement of the coupling constant are a reduction i

omplexity of the spectra and a more straightforward ana
f the experimental error of the coupling. Generally the1HN–

15N-correlated spectrum is sufficiently well resolved in m
rately sized proteins such that it is possible to determin
oupling for the majority of the residues directly from
pectrum. However, the corresponding1H–13C-correlated spec
rum is usually poorly resolved in the alpha region, limiting
umber of residues for which the coupling can be meas
lthough this limitation could be overcome by the addition
third frequency dimension, the additional time required

igitization of this dimension severely limits the number

m

@

ntensity-modulated spectra that could be obtained. Conse-
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282 COMMUNICATIONS
uently, it would be more useful if the intensity modulation
he signal due to1H–13C coupling could be relayed to the mo
esolved1HN–15N 2D spectrum. In this Communication, w
resent a pulse scheme for measuring1Ha–13Ca couplings from
series of intensity-modulated 2D1HN–15N-correlated spectr
Figure 1 illustrates the (HACACO)NH pulse scheme for

uantitative measurement of single-bond1Ha–13Ca JCH cou-
lings with 15N- and 13C-labeled proteins. The magnetizat

ransfer pathway in this two-dimensional1JCH-modulated ex
eriment is similar to other 3D frequency correlation HA(C
O)NH experiments (10, 11); therefore, only a brief descri

ion of the coherence pathway is presented here. The m
ifferences for this new pulse sequence are additional ove
ing of coherence transfer steps (12), refocusing of Ca–Cb

oupling, and semi-constant time evolution of the15N chemica
hift (13).
The initial INEPT sequence transfers the initial1Ha magne

ization to antiphase1H–13Ca coherence. The density mat
hen simultaneously evolves under the influence of scalar
ling to each of the four bound spins: Ha ( JCaHa), 15N ( JCaN),

13Cb ( JCaCb), and the carbonyl, C9( JCaC9). A key feature of this
ulse sequence is that the antiphase13Ca–Ha magnetization
efocuses to in-phase13Ca magnetization for the variable dela
. This variable delay results in the final signal being am

CH 13 a 15

FIG. 1. Pulse scheme for the1JCH-modulated (HACACO)NH experime
ngles, respectively. Proton pulses were applied at the solvent frequenc
itrogen carrier frequency was set to 116 ppm, and the GARP decouplin
nd C9 channels were set at 42.5 and 175 ppm, respectively and pulse
inimal. The delays used wereta 5 1.6 ms,tb 5 t9b 5 14 ms,tc 5 t9c 5 9 ms,t
as accomplished utilizing a SEDUCE-1 scheme (19) at a field strength of 1

or zz-magnetization filters andp-clean filters. Rectangular gradient pulses
s, 4 G/cm),GZ3 (0.5 ms, 16 G/cm),GZ4 (0.5 ms, 10 G/cm),GZ5 (0.5 ms,

, 2x; f 2 5 2(x), 2(2x); f 3 5 4(x), 4(2x); f 4 5 2x; andfREC 5 x,
ompensate for the phase changes induced by Bloch–Siegert shifts. The
20). Water suppression was achieved by a WATERGATE-type sequenc21)
.462, 1.462, 0.692, and 0.231 of the proton 90° pulse width, respectiv
ude modulated by a factor of sin(pJ D). Since the C – N t
f

jor
p-

u-

-

oupling evolves for the periodz–(tb–z) 1 (tb–z)–z, and the
13Ca–13Cb coupling is refocused at the end of thetb–p(Ca/b)–tb

eriod (tb 5 1
2J

CaCb) there is no net evolution of the13Ca

agnetization due to coupling to either13Cb- or 15N-bound
pins. For the case of glycine, the absence of13Ca–13Cb cou-
ling causes the relevant signal to be inverted relative to
ignal from other residues. During the periodtc ( 1

2J
CaC9), the

13Ca magnetization becomes antiphase with respect to13C9, and
he subsequentp/2 (13C9) pulse generates double-quant

13Ca–13C9 magnetization which does not evolve further un
CaC9 coupling. Subsequent coherence transfer steps are s
o the published 3D HA(CACO)NH experiments (10, 11) with
he exception that the15N frequency labeling is achieved in
semi-constant time” manner to allow for increased digit
ion in this dimension.

A series of (HACACO)NH experiments acquired with d
erent 13Ca–1Ha refocusing delays,D, yields 1HN–15N-corre-
ated 2D spectra in which each amide resonance peaki ) is
mplitude modulated by the apparent1JCH coupling for the

13Ca–1Ha spins of the preceding (i 2 1) residue. For oriente
rotein samples, the apparent coupling would be equal t
um of the scalar single-bond coupling and the residual di
oupling. For resonance peaks corresponding to residue
re preceded by a glycine, the frequency modulation is equ

13 a 1 a

Narrow and wide rectangular blocks represent RF pulses of 90° and 1
he DIPSI-2 decoupling scheme (17) was applied with a field strength of 4 kHz. T

cheme (18) was applied at a field strength of 1.2 kHz. The carrier frequency fora/b

ere applied at a field strength such that the excitation of the other car
5.5 ms,te 5 2.7 ms,z 5 tb 2 tc (5 ms), andj 5 210ms. Carbonyl decouplin
kHz. Pulsed field gradients are employed at various points during the s
re applied at times and power levels as follows:GZ1 (0.9 ms, 8 G/cm),GZ2 (0.5
G/cm), andGX6 5 GY6 5 GZ6 (0.7 ms, 10 G/cm). Phase cycling wasf 1 5
2x, x, 2x, x, x, 2x. Phase corrections were applied (c1 5 c2 5 30°) to

ates method of quadrature detection was used by incrementing the phaf3 by 90°
ix proton pulses with equivalent power and pulse widths equal to 0.231,
during the last coherence transfer period.
nt.
y. T
g s
s w

d 5
.25
we

20
2x,

St
e (of s
he sum of the two methyleneC – H couplings (14). Al-
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hough the individual residual dipolar couplings cannot
esolved for these methylene sites, their sum may be
irectly in structure calculations and this restraint is simila

nformation content to that obtained from single13Ca–1Ha

esidual dipolar couplings (14).
Since the1JCH modulation in the1JCH (HACACO)NH ex-

eriment occurs in a “constant time” fashion, with simu
eous coherence transfer and magnetization refocusing

he only signal decay that can occur is due to differe
etween the relaxation rates of the in-phase and antiphas13Ca

ransverse magnetization. In practice, this difference is n
ible and can be ignored. Thus, the signal intensity is fit

I ~D! 5 A sin~pJCHD!, [1]

hereI (D) is the peak intensity for a1JCH-modulation delay o
, and the constantA is the peak intensity forD 5 1

2J ( A is
egative for residues preceded by Gly). When fitting the d
time equal top/2 times the carbon 90° pulse length mus

dded toD.
Measurement of1JCH is demonstrated on a 1.0 mM sam

f uniformly 15N/13C-labeled 15-kDa RNA binding domain
. coli Rho factor, Rho130 (15). The NMR sample was pr
ared in water containing 5% D2O, 10 mM potassium pho
hate buffer, pH 7, and 150 mM K2SO4. The NMR spectr
ere recorded at 25°C on a Bruker DRX-600 spectrom
quipped with a 5 mM triple-resonance, triple-axis gradie
robe. The data were collected as a pseudo 3D experimen

FIG. 2. A section of the NMR spectrum from the (HACACO)NH exp
ment with a 1.0 mM sample of15N, 13C uniformly labeled Rho130. The da
hown were collected with a delayD 5 2.5 ms; all increments ofD were
ollected with 64 transients pert 1 increment and dimensions of104(t 1) 3
12(t 2) complex points. The sweep width inv1 was 2 kHz. The data we
rocessed to a 3D matrix 16(D) 3 512(t 1) 3 512(t 2) using a shifted
ine-squared apodization in both frequency dimensions (75° shift for nit
nd 65° shift for proton). The broken contour levels indicate negative p
total of 16 of differentD times. The initial delay ofD 5 0.5 (
e
ed

-
es,
s

li-
h

a,

r,

ith

s was followed by 15 subsequent increments of 1 ms.
ata were transformed into a 3D matrix with Felix 97 (Mol
lar Simulations Inc., San Diego, CA). The peak intens
ere obtained by taking an orthogonal vector through
atrix at the maximum of each peak.
Figure 2 shows a section of theJCH-modulated (HACA
O)NH spectrum for Rho130 at a delay (D) of 2.5 ms. Note

hat the negative resonance peaks correspond to magnet
hat originates from (i 2 1) glycine residues. Since the pe
ntensity is sine modulated, an intensity of zero was include
he data atD 5 0. The 17 data points were fit to Eq. [1] w
he nonlinear least-squares fitting software NONLIN (16). Fig-
re 3 shows representative intensity data for a nonglycine

en
s.

FIG. 3. RepresentativeJCH-modulated curves obtained with the (HAC
O)NH experiment for residues Asp52 (A) and Gly63 (B). Intensity point
ll data were extracted with a Felix 97 macro that extracts the peak inte
f the orthogonal vector through the maximum intensity of each peakD ;

1
J

CH). Error bars represent peak-to-peak signal to noise for the peak max
nd the curve represents the least-squares best fit determined by NONLI
67% confidence interval: Asp52,1JCH 5 142.2 (141.7 143.1) Hz; and Gly6

1 CH1 1 CH2
J 1 J ) 5 275.4 (274.2 276.5) Hz.
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284 COMMUNICATIONS
glycine residue in Rho130. Of the observable 123 am
esonances it was possible to determine1JCH values for 81
onglycine residues and1JCH1 1 1JCH2 values for 10 glycin
esidues, with an average error in theJ value of less than 0.8%

In conclusion, theJCH-modulated (HACACO)NH sequen
rovides a means for utilizing the well-characterized HN–15N-
orrelated spectrum to measure the coupling between Ha and
a spins. Of course, this implies that it is not necessary to
nowledge of the Ha/Ca assignments prior to the utilization
he orientation of the Ha–Ca bond vector in the structur
efinement. This feature of the experiment may be particu
seful for detecting ligand-induced structural and dyna
hanges in proteins without the need for reassigning more
he amide chemical shifts for the ligand-bound protein.

We have demonstrated the utility of this pulse scheme
5-kDa 13C/15N-labeled protein. The overlapping cohere

ransfer steps employed in the sequence result in effi
ransfer of magnetization that will aid in the application
arger protein systems. We anticipate that this sequence w
pplicable to fully protonated proteins up to a molecular we
f approximately 20–25 kDa based upon expected relax
ates (22). Additionally, a small gain in sensitivity may b
chieved by employing a1Ha selectively labeled,2H-, 13C-,

15N-labeling scheme (22).
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